
Evaluation of the pathophysiology lectures by the students (2011-12)
05/12/2012

Date Presenter Topic
Evaluation (score)

mean logical in general text notes

09/16/2011 Hypertension 3.62 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.3 3.9 4.5 3.3
09/23/2011 Heart failure 4.69 4.6 4.7 4.7 4.7 4.7 4.9 4.6
09/30/2011 4.71 4.8 4.7 4.8 4.7 4.4 4.9 4.7
10/07/2011 4.66 4.4 4.7 4.7 4.6 4.7 4.9 4.6
10/07/2011 Inflammation 4.78 4.8 4.8 4.8 4.7 4.8 4.9 4.8
10/14/2011 Shock 4.41 4.2 4.5 4.5 4.3 4.5 4.6 4.3
10/28/2011 Starvation, obesity 4.39 4.1 4.4 4.4 4.5 4.4 4.6 4.3
11/04/2011 Atherosclerosis 4.42 4.2 4.5 4.5 4.3 4.5 4.6 4.3
11/11/2011 DM2 4.65 4.6 4.7 4.7 4.7 4.6 4.7 4.6
11/11/2011 DM1 4.42 4.4 4.4 4.4 4.3 4.4 4.6 4.4
11/18/2011 Liver 4.79 4.8 4.8 4.8 4.8 4.7 4.8 4.8
11/25/2011 GI 4.19 4.2 4.1 4.2 4.1 4.3 4.5 4.1
12/02/2011 Endocrine 1 4.64 4.6 4.6 4.7 4.7 4.6 4.7 4.6
12/09/2011 Endocrine 2 4.61 4.6 4.5 4.6 4.7 4.5 4.8 4.6
12/16/2011 Ca-P 4.75 4.7 4.8 4.7 4.7 4.8 4.7 4.8
02/10/2012 4.71 4.7 4.6 4.7 4.7 4.7 4.8 4.7
02/17/2012 4.81 4.7 4.8 4.8 4.8 4.8 4.8 4.9
02/24/2012 4.62 4.6 4.5 4.7 4.6 4.6 4.7 4.6
03/02/2012 Autoimmunity 4.54 4.4 4.6 4.6 4.5 4.5 4.6 4.5
03/09/2012 Renal failure 3.70 3.6 3.6 3.7 3.4 3.8 4.1 3.7
03/23/2012 Salt-water 3.56 3.4 3.4 3.5 3.2 3.7 4.2 3.4
03/24/2012 Acid-base 4.11 4.2 4.0 4.1 4.0 3.9 4.6 4.0
03/30/2012 Respiration 4.65 4.6 4.6 4.7 4.6 4.7 4.8 4.6
04/13/2012 Connective tissue 4.64 4.5 4.7 4.8 4.7 4.6 4.7 4.5
05/04/2012 4.89 4.7 5.0 5.0 4.9 4.8 5.0 4.9
05/04/2012 Pain 4.75 4.7 4.7 4.8 4.8 4.8 4.8 4.7
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Evaluation of the pathophysiology lectures by the students (2011-12)
05/12/2012

2011. 9. 16.
1 many difficult graphs
2 we are not yet used to the nomenclature, would be great to have new important word/sentences repeated
3 make it more clear what he is talking about at every topic 
4

5 too many complicated graphs
6

7

8

9 please make the point more clear what is important topic in the lecture.
10 more organized slides, less references (put them in the end of the lecture instead)
11
12 explain more about hypertension instead of talking about % and population
13 try to write on the white board sometimes, it helps us focus on what is important
14

15 no sequence in in lecture slides
16

17 there is no logical sequence between slide to slide its just one big mess
18
19

20 very interesting
21
22 pretty general
23 too general, but good.

Back to scores

Rosivall L: Hypertension

Summarize shortly before skipping to the next topic. Sometimes it was actually hard to know what the topic of the lecture. 
Although he was very enthusiastic, but it was unfortunately hard to follow him

the lecture was more a summary of publications on hypertension and not so much a basic cover all description (cause) 
treatment of hypertension
Nobel prize is pronounced Nobel&not Nóbel. It is a Swedish name and has nothing to do with being noble. Perfect lecture 
otherwise.
speaks a bit too fast, lecture slides are shown for a short period of there- so cannot get all information down. Need shorter 
slides with all the important information.

difficult. Just keep shouting data. Few of us know what we should know as very beginners of pathophysio.

please do not use the terms which black & white men. I really do not understand what&who is the black&white. He keep 
using "black" is so annoying.

Advanced science articles and discoveries are not important before we know the basic . Even if the lecturer is very 
enthusiastic.

i think it is really difficult to pay attention the whole time and notice everything important, so it would be great to have an 
additional text in the internet for repetition. I think the break was really helpful.Unfortunately. I could not hear what Dr. Rosivall said due to lack of articulation (did not speak clearly) otherwise very 
good

please close the doors of the lecture hall when starting the lecture. Also, it possible, the lecturer could be more 
articulate/speak more clearly. Otherwise, very good english.



Evaluation of the pathophysiology lectures by the students (2011-12)
05/12/2012

2011. 9. 23.
1 very good explanations, even of the "simple words"!
2 great lecture. Thank you. :)
3 very good
4 some parts of the lecture are difficult to review from the slides, but super.
5 could be even more cases maybe more towards the end as a review of the lecture
6 inspiring lecture, but please make it available online so I can bring a copy to the lecture.
7

8 very good and interesting lecturer.
9 The lecturer was clear and concise and it was easy to hear and understand him. Thank you.

10 good slides.
11 maybe breaks are needed sometimes as students get tired and can't follow after a while
12 Its a 2 hours lecture. Having a break in the mid will be very effective. Thank you.
13 Is it possible to turn off the very disturbing door bell sound.
14
15 would be better with a little longer breaking in the middle of the lecture, it's hard to concentrate for such a long time.
16 great lecture
17 Maybe have a 10min break after 1 hour, it is difficult to be 100% concentrated for such a long time.
18 after one hour of lecture the student loses concentration and needs a small break in order to follow the lecture.
19 very good
20 give us a break. Great lecture.
21 please close the lecture hall door. Use the timer for the break.
22 this needs to be without a name on it to achieve the best result.
23 How do you say "break" in Hungarian?
24

25 Lecture presented clearly+organized way. Made understanding the topic easy.

Back to scores

Tornóci L: Heart failure

Lecture was very interesting but the sound of the machine outside the lecture hall was very disturbing. Please remove the 
ringing. Thank you.

very good english

Why did the lecture began before time? Is not the official time 09:45? Did not fully understand the perfomance graph. A 
break after more than an hour would be nice.



Evaluation of the pathophysiology lectures by the students (2011-12)
05/12/2012

2011. 9. 30.
1 very well organized slides
2 great lecture
3 very well organized, maintains interest actively
4 please finish lecture in time As people have class at 11:50
5 perfect
6 excellent lecture. Geckos are awesome! Class ends at 11:50 am. Please finish on time as we have class afterwards.(?)
7 Needs to end on time, to have enough time to get to other classes.
8
9

10 End at time, not longer, we have to eat before next class
11 have to end on time 11:50. we have class at 12:00 and need to get there.
12 very good
13 excellent
14 what about the doorbell? Possible to turn it off?
15
16 I like the "snake" explanation in explaining reentry. Lecturer forgot the time of when lecture ends.
17 People are lazy to do exercise.
18 It was good
19 Nice lecturer. Very good slides. Thank you.
20 Fantastic lecturer, can he hold all the lectures.
21
22

23 ECG-examples  (typically + atypically)
24 great lecture. Lizards are scary

Back to scores

Tornóci L: CHD / Arrhythmias

it ends at 11:50. please finish on time. We have 10 minutes to get to ferenc körút
really good lecture. If the volume of the microphone could've been increased a bit, it would be perfect

ecg slides/examples

Pls. Prevent bell sounds during lecture. Very annoying.
LHD What does nitrate do? why would it relieve the pain? What dos ILR stand for? Put the meaning of all initials always. 
WPW?!



Evaluation of the pathophysiology lectures by the students (2011-12)
05/12/2012

2011. 10. 7.
1 As usual, great lecture!
2
3 Too much noise (2 know you can't do anything about it).
4 Best Lecture Ever!
5 Jo
6 Great lecture! 
7 I liked it!!!
8 The slide with "Agenda" through the lecture makes it VERY easy to follow. Perfect !
9 Too loud noise from construction workers outside. Would expect better communication from you guys.

10 Please tell the construction workers to stop the noise during the lecture! Otherwise a great lecture.
11 Today was quite noise outside.
12 Very, very good lecture!
13 Lots of noise during the lecture made it difficult to hear and concentrate.
14

Back to scores

Tornóci L: Cardiomyopathies

Great lecturer. I really hope Dr. Tornóci will hold some more lectures later on.

Very good, and neat slides, easy to follow. It helps us that there are written few words, and that we can fill in what is said 
during lecture. :)



Evaluation of the pathophysiology lectures by the students (2011-12)
05/12/2012

2011. 10. 7.
1 like the animation
2

3 The videos are very helpful!
4 talked too fast, too much details, too many slides!
5 A little fast, too much information for 60 min, this lecture could with great advantage have been 90 or 120 min.
6 Videos were very helpful.
7
8

9

10 loved the movies!!!
11 The movies added to the lecture.
12 like the summary at the end.
13 It was way too fast. Too much information in too little time. Impossible to follow at some parts... :(
14 Too fast! But a very good lecture man!
15 Short videos were very helpful.
16 Enjoyed the videos!
17 Much better if lecturer talked a bit slower.
18 Love the videos!!
19 It was a little fast! But I liked the videos.
20

21 Nice movies
22 It was very good!
23 Very good lecture, loved the videos. Thank you.
24 The lecturer spoke so fast. There was little time to take notes of his stories.
25 good use of videos
26 He is very funny :)
27 Great lecture. Videos were helpful.
28 Quite interesting.

Back to scores

Molnár M: Inflammation

Too intense, too fast, too much new info in too little time. Seams as it Dr. Molnár never stops to breath. Videos in the 
lecture were very beneficial.

Had some of before in physiology and biochem...
Videos are nice, but general concepts should be clarified     help of more cartoons / illustrations. Too fast / too much info 
at once..
Very impressive lecture. Good use of animations / videos. I think there should have been more information on 
chemotaxis, though.

It would be nice to know which exam topics each lecture covers. So a summary at the end would be nice, something like: 
we talked about today and covered topic..



Evaluation of the pathophysiology lectures by the students (2011-12)
05/12/2012

2011. 10. 14.
1 Excellent! Thank you! Really loved the case study at the end. :)
2 It's great to start the lecture with an overview of what the lecturer is going to talk about!
3 To many "Eh, Ah, Eh". Otherwise very good! :)
4 He talks slow, which is good, easier to pay attention!
5 To much time without break, don't reading from slides.
6 He should be more dynamic. But the last part was nice. :)
7 The case is from end  made it more interesting
8 Very good power-point slides, they were really helpful. Interesting topic, that were well presented.
9

10
11

12 Clear and well understandable.
13
14 It was very organized lecture!
15 Good lecturer, concise and clear. :)
16 Very good, break in the middle so easy to be  100% there whole lecture.
17 Good introduction. Need to have more eye-contact. Good case in the end.
18

19 Great case study in the end.
20
21

Back to scores

Hamar P: Shock

Ki ez Dr. Hamar? We want Dr. Tornóci!!!
The lecture are too long; it is hard to keep up the concentration for 2 hours, 15 minutes.... Nem jó
It's very interesting to know what is going on in the case of the shock. What kind of symptom may appear, how the organ 
affected to the organs.

It would be helpful if the PP-presentation could be put up on the page in pdf-fomat.

Dr. Péter Hamar speaks clearly, however, I wish he could look at us while he is speaking. I could see students were getting 
bored every minute. The slides were direct to the point and informative.

Great powerpoint/ plan. Please close doors of lecture hall.
Hardly followable using the slides we copied. The slides he used and what we have photocopied we quite different.



Evaluation of the pathophysiology lectures by the students (2011-12)
05/12/2012

2011. 10. 28.
1
2 cal of McDonald's
3 End lecture on time. Class starts in 10 minutes it is 20 minutes away for us.
4

It's nice to see that you are listening to us. I really appreciate the mentioned exam topics in the beginning of the lecture.
5 Please end the lecture on time!
6 Very informative! Thank You!
7 The best lecturer. Make the lecture very interesting.
8 Amount of biochemistry repetition could be reduced significantly.
9 Good lecture!

10 I love these lectures, very easy to follow and interesting! I wish all lectures could be like this!
11
12 I liked it.
13 Please end the lecture on time! We have to go!
14 Please end the lecture on time.
15 Ending lecture on time
16

17 We know you are good. (But today the topic itself is not that interesting...)
18
19 Keep up the good work!
20 Please end the lecture on time!
21 We had biochemistry last year, and had these topics then.

Back to scores

Tornoci L: Starvation, obesity
Very good slides!

One of my favorite topics. I just missed the importance of Vitamine intake this isn't usually appropriate in starving.

Starvation: I think also taking about vegetarian and vegan diet could be useful. Why were there no Lizards?!? (or fish or 
anything colorful.....)

Why can't all lecturers be as good as Dr. Tornóci? C.P.S. I also like the moustache



Evaluation of the pathophysiology lectures by the students (2011-12)
05/12/2012

2011. 11. 4.
1 Great lecture! Good selection of videos
2
3 A was very good!!!
4 More music, more dancing! :) Wise use of brakes! And please make the door bell stop!
5 Useful videos!
6 I like the movies
7 More movies!!!
8 Great movies! Thanks
9 No videos!

10 Please upload the videos to the website
11 Good movies
12 Nice videos
13 great lecture, sometimes lecturer goes too fast.
14
15 Too fast! Funny movies:)
16
17 Like the videos, was a good way to refresh my biochemistry knowledge!
18

19

Back to scores

Molnár M: Hyperlipidemias, atherosclerosis

Dr. Molnár is one of the best teacher's in this department.

Very good videos, Dr. Molnár is really in touch with our GENERATION, the internet generation.

I enjoy Dr. Molnár's youtube channel!

Very good videos! - maybe a little bit too much info, speak very fast! - on webpage it said that diabetes was the lecture, so 
I printed out the wrong presentation. This is bad because then I use more time to take note than listening and trying to 
understand.
I just wish that this years presentation could be uploaded to the website before the lecture, because it is very helpful to be 
able to take notes directly on the lecture slides..



Evaluation of the pathophysiology lectures by the students (2011-12)
05/12/2012

2011. 11. 11.
1 it was very good educating.
2 good and interesting
3

4 love your lectures. Thank you
5

2011. 11. 11.
1 thank you very much, for giving insight of exam.
2 it was very good
3 the slide lecture was boring
4

overall good, but raced through some concepts. Could be clarified made more study+ friendly to understand 
5 please don't repeat previous lecture so much
6 a bit too much not know details. Very good with some jokes in between
7 too much about 
8 excellent lecture thank you

Back to scores

Tornóci L: DM2

dr. Tornóci is a reliable and effective lecturer

we've already studied in biochemistry and physiology about the basis et dm. This lecture wasn't really related 
to pathophysiology. I would like to know more about the treatment not the basis of the disease. 

Back to scores

Mózes M: DM1
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05/12/2012

9 finish on time

2011. 11. 18.
1 Finish on time. Would be nice to have more details of the diseases. Good lecture.
2

3 Upload lectures BEFORE lecture! 
4

5 I enjoyed it at I like the emperor penguin!!
6 Very good with dry jokes to keep us awake:)
7 Interesting. Good. I like.
8
9 Lectures without lizards, boring!

10 Sharing the enthusiasm! Good use of videos to maintain interest. Good explanation on slides.
11 Structure of the liver→ Ito cells are missing. But was a good lecture:)
12 Best lecture ever! But geckos are missing:(
13 Well structured at explained
14 Great lecture. Very motivational.
15
16

17 Very good!
18 Funny lecture! Thank you to make us laugh.

Back to scores

Tornóci L: Liver

Can you please upload the lectures slides in advance? It's easier to follow the lecture when you have the slides. Thank you 
for the break! Great lecture!

As usual, Dr. Tornóci at his best. Two side comments: the lecture hall is uncomfortable to study in. The tables flop  could 
at the time. ECG- it would have been great to have more traces with answers that we can continue to practice.

More lizards please, maybe pogona vitticeps!

Tornóci rocks!
Those cute, white, pristine, fuzzy polar bear fun. Just makes me wanna rub my belly against it. (polar bear hair is actually 
transparent)



Evaluation of the pathophysiology lectures by the students (2011-12)
05/12/2012

19 Great!
20 Very funny

2011. 11. 25.
1 Differing lecture uploaded, hence bad evaluation.
2 Please turn off the door-bell sound outside the lecture-hall.
3
4
5 Not so clear. Had an impression that he's just reading the slides which we can do at home.
6 Too many slides.
7
8 Disorganized slides. Wikipedia as a source of a university presentation?!?
9 Thorough! Hope his lectures are recorded at put on-line!

10 Too many slides!!! With fewer slides easier to not just look into the monitor→ more encouraging to pay attention.
11 Lecture a bit stiff.
12 It was really good!!!
13 A difficult topic! Too much information.
14

Back to scores

Hamar P: GI

Update the powerpoint that is online → missing slides!!!
Too many slides but less explanation.

GI pathophysiology is exciting!!

Very irritating that the slides are not in order compared to the lecture on the homepage. (printed out 10 min before lecture) 
then you focus more of understanding the organization of the slides than actually listen to the lecturer.



Evaluation of the pathophysiology lectures by the students (2011-12)
05/12/2012

2011. 12. 2.
1
2 AMAZING!! Thank you for the extra effort!!
3 Nice movies, but you should speak slower.
4 Movies are great! Learn a lot by visualization.
5 Can you put out the audio close after the lecture
6 Maybe a bit too fast.
7 Still too many slides but funny movies.
8 It was nice!!
9 Please upload the videos on the website.

10 Loved the little movies. Excellent lecture.
11 Good video use but too little writing on slide. A lot of enthusiasm resulting in rapid speech.
12 Enjoyed the videos!
13 Very too fast!

Back to scores

Molnár M: Endocrinology 1
Molmik videos rule!
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05/12/2012

2011. 12. 9.
1 Great lecture. Thank you.
2 Great !
3 You are a Boss!! Great lecture.
4 Too fast!
5 Love the videos
6 Overall good but too much info for one sitting!
7 House☺
8
9 Too fast, skips slides, should have more time.

10 Be careful when using the laser-pointer. It's disturbing when it's sweeping all over the screen it aims. 
11
12 Way too long
13 Very good!
14

2011. 12. 16.
1 Excellent lecture! Appreciate the small review of previous material. THANK YOU!
2 Great lecture! Thanks.
3 Very good and informative.
4 Overall good. Speakers were not working.
5 Very good.

Back to scores

Molnár M: Endocrinology 2

He is the best. Dr. Molnár

Gipsy → Rome   Eskimo → Inuit

Molnár is fun!

Back to scores

Kökény G: Calcium-phosphate
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05/12/2012

2012. 2. 10.
1 Little short time. Great videos!
2 Very good!
3
4 Amazing as always
5 Very nice :)

Back to scores

Molnár M: Anemias

Thank you for improving the audio files &power point pos. syncronization. 
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05/12/2012

6 Thank you!
7 Had difficulties following some of the concepts. Feels a bit rusted sometimes.
8

9

2012. 2. 17.
1
2 Very thought provoking!
3 TOP!
4 Great as usual!!
5 Simply the best.
6 Great lecture!
7
8 Can you do all the lectures?
9 One of the lectures of the university!

10

11

12 Case reports!
13

2012. 2. 24.
1 Very good!
2 Too complicated, should simplify it more
3
4 Very good with the new system, albeit a few hiccups now as it's new

The new system is great! He even spoke slower this time. Is it possible to upload the lectures in advance? It's easier to 
keep track.
Dr. Molnár is the best

Back to scores

Tornóci L: Leukemias
More lectures in Tuzulto!

The best pathophys lecture until now!

This is Dr. Tornóci at his finest, bravo! PS. I enjoyed the Greek mythology in the lecture. PPS. I like the moustache, how 
long did it take to grow?
Very nice lecture! P.S. We demand to know more about the legendary moustache! How long it took to grow, how have it 
is to maintain etc.

Nice moustache produces nice lecture. 

Back to scores

Molnár M: Hemostasis

Good with details! But very good with variations eg House movie
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05/12/2012

5 Good lecture,but the tempo is a bit too fast.
6 like a boos!!!
7
8 It was good.
9 We approve of this new feature (sound and picture synchronized)

10 Too much for one lecture
11 I can read Power Point presentation at home as well. Less slides! More talking.
12 Slightly too much info on short time
13 A bit too fast
14 Doctor House! Very good
15 The lecture was very good today, just a little bit fast.

2012. 3. 2.
1 Good
2 Very good!
3 Good lecture, good slides. Good system, Good day.
4 The new presentation program causes lecturers to focus on the touch screen and neglect eye contact with students.

It seems that hemostasis is too huge to cover within 2 hrs.

Back to scores

Kökény G: Immunodeficiency, autoimmunity
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05/12/2012

5 More questions to the students
6 Very good. - missed the hypersensitivity reactions lecture?
7

8

9 It was good!
10 Love this topic, thank you!
11 There may be gene defect in my DNA, and which doesn't allow me to come early morning lecture!
12 More pictures please!
13

2012. 3. 9.
1
2 Lecture too long, not focused on exam topic list! Too many numbers! Very complicated!
3 The letters on the slides are too small, and there is a lot of text and we can't read. (it is monotonous)
4 It would be very much easier to follow if the slides one larger in size.

Very clear, non-confusing lecture!! Thank you only the slides could be a bit more colorful, than it would be perfect. 
(pictures)
The new Lecturnity system is fantastic! Thank you! This dept. is the only one in SOTE which has entered the 21st century. 
Remark: P. carinii is now known P. jiroveci. Otherwise, good slides, with no superfluous information.

A very good, and well organized lecture. We have already learned this pathology, but it was very good to hear it said 
differently..

Back to scores

Rosivall L: Renal failure
Research lecture? Need to explain pathophysiological mechanisms that we need for the exam!!
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